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This one-day workshop will help any business gain total clarity around the strategy and execution of a solid sales plan. By
being able to articulate your positioning statement, value proposition, KPIs and key performance activities (KPAs’) as well
as gain momentum around achievement of numbers, you will be sure of business growth.

www.3RedFolders.com
www.3RedFolders.com

STRATEGIC FOUNDATIONS| PLANNING FOR SUCCESS

WHAT MAKES THIS DIFFERENT?
This workshop is about rolling up your sleeves and strategically focussing on bridging the gaps on
your own individual business. It’s creating a plan, setting your growth targets and mapping out the
milestones and execution.

KEY FOCUS
1. Identify your historic revenue streams to solidify the future streams you need to focus on to
overachieve
2. In maximising your return on time (ROT), we need to get very clear on your target market,
identifying who generates the most profit for the least amount of effort and time,
understanding their industries, the key players etc to help us with our messaging.
3. If we were to ask the team how they position themselves in the market or what the value
proposition is they would struggle. We align this so the message to market is clear and
buyers will listen which is why it is so important to have the whole team involved. They
voluntarily take ownership.
4. We help you create an effective sales process that will provide consistency and
accountability. This means everyone will shorten their sales cycle by aligning to milestones,
you will know where deals are in the pipeline and identify where the blockages are with each
person.
5. We will also review your lagging and leading indicators and review your sales systems.
This one-day workshop will change the way you engage on an ongoing basis with your customer or
prospect. It will focus on the sale, create urgency and is based on best practice.

WHO WILL BENEFIT?
•
•
•

The business leader or business owner will now have a process with which to run the sales
component of their business against
Sales leaders who are wanting to hold their team accountable to activities and not just
numbers now have a simple way to do this effectively.
Salespeople now have a process that is ‘best practice’ and because of this they will know
how to measure their own progress consistently.

INVESTMENT
1 DAY – $5,950 (includes strategic templates and workbooks)

VALUE RECEIVED FROM ‘BOOTS ON THE GROUND’
We have worked with 3 Red Folders for a number of years now and over that time our sales staff have become more customerfocussed, have been empowered to tackle seemingly complex sales opportunities by understanding how to map a clear process,
and we have created a milestone-based sales process from lead generation to closure through a framework of agreement.
Our sales culture has been reinforced through accountability around the quality and quantity of activity, as well as outcomes.
Together, we have brought direction, resolve and organisation to our sales management team and we believe our reps have
benefitted from 3 Red Folder’s training and coaching and are better salespeople because of it.
Steve Agar - CEO and Owner, Agar Cleaning Solutions

BOOK YOUR STRATEGY SESSION WORKSHOP TODAY
www.3RedFolders.com

